
Are your enterprise IT 
systems holding back 
business innovation?

We are digital problem 
solvers who help enterprises 
evolve using the power of 
connected technology.

We work with some of the world’s most interesting companies to connect end to end processes and help 
them reach their full potential. To do this we offer a cloud platform to quickly and securely build connected 

applications that extend enterprise systems and processes to the people, software and things of the digital world.

Connecting the digital enterprise

As passionate digital problem solvers we use 
our unique platform to rapidly fix almost every 
kind of issue -from the smallest irritations in 
finance or HR to the most seemingly intractable 
problems of hyperconnected business.

It’s what we do.



www.runmyprocess.com 
 @runmyprocess

Digital problem solvers...

Our unique platform focuses on breaking 
down silos and creating the fastest, most 
productive platform for delivering end-to-end 
digital systems. By using our fast, productive 
and secure environment you can quickly build, 
deploy and run end-to-end digital systems 
without the complications of hardware, 
software, or operational management.
 
Build: Rapidly deliver device independent, 
connected applications that automate 
end-to-end digital processes.

Deploy: Instantly and cost-effectively deploy 
systems from one user up to global audiences 
without change.

Run: Experience secure, reliable and scalable 
operations that ensure systems are globally 
available 24/7.

Build. Deploy. Run… 
And we’re done.
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Creating new digital experiences

Applications which automatically adapt 
to any device support the creation of an 
enterprise app store of solutions that can 
be accessed from anywhere.

Accelerating business change

Modelling, one-click deployment and a 
cloud-native serverless architecture enable 
full lifecycle support for the rapid delivery 
and evolution of complex digital systems.

Connecting new digital supply chains

Rapid process modelling and an extensive 
library of pre-built connectors enables the 
seamless integration of people, systems and 
things within end-to-end digital flows.

Creating a digital culture

Fully integrated citizen developer tools allow 
IT departments to empower non-technical 
colleagues and build a more collaborative 
and innovative working environment.

Enabling end-to-end digital change

Who’s using RunMyProcess?


